Keep the treasures handed
down by the ancestors
as a precious legacy for
future generations in
Aotearoa New Zealand.
Puritia ngā taonga tuku
iho a ngā tūpuna hei
tiki huia mō ngā uri
whakatupu o Aotearoa.
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It’s the kind of statement you might anticipate from a developer intent on bowling
some downtown art deco gem. In this instance, however, the comment comes from
conservation architect, Jeremy Salmond, whose work preserving some of our most
significant built heritage has been much-awarded, including with a Queen’s Service Order.
But Salmond’s point is simple common sense. Buildings are
erected to be used, not revered. Apart from those few genuinely
important historic buildings for which assiduous preservation or
restoration is the only acceptable option, the bulk of our built
heritage – what Salmond calls “the good old buildings” that
pepper our townscapes – has to go on being useful, either as a
living space or for work and play.
For many of us, however, the mere thought of adapting a
heritage building to modern needs brings on a migraine. Too
pokey, too cold, with not enough light, and lifts so slow that you
risk becoming heritage yourself while riding them. And everyone
knows you can’t even change a lightbulb without the consent of
three separate authorities, right?
Not true says Salmond and others – developers, landlords,
architects and council heritage experts – who work daily in the
area of the adaptive reuse of our oldest buildings.
Sure, working with heritage can be challenging, they say, but
hardly impossible, and the benefits it delivers for owners, users
and the wider community make it well worth it.

“I get irritated when people characterise heritage as somehow
uniquely difficult,” remarks Salmond, whose previous projects
include an adaptation of Auckland’s former synagogue in Princes
Street that won the inaugural New Zealand Historic Places Trust
(NZHPT) Award for Developers in 1989. “We don’t find it difficult.”
Nor, he adds, is the business of working with heritage some
“fuddy-duddy” backwater, as it is often portrayed. “I see myself
as a design architect and I very much see heritage as part of
the mainstream of contemporary design architecture practice.
The reason I like working with heritage so much, in fact, is that
it encompasses everything – interesting philosophical questions,
technological challenges and design challenges.”
Boiled down, those challenges amount to finding a way to move
a building into the present day while preserving the links to the
past that make it so special.
“You have to comprehend the building – conservation plans are a
tremendously important way of analysing why an older building
is valued. Once you’ve identified the things that are genuinely
important, then you do what you must do. But don’t destroy its mojo.”

Working with heritage images left to right: Supreme Court detail courtesy of Warren and Mahoney, photographer Paul McCredie;
St Mary of the Angels and the Majestic Centre, Wellington City Council.

“But while the initial
outlay for heritage
projects tends to be high,
says Dowell, it’s often
balanced by lower fitout
costs thereafter.”

Fellow conservation architect Chris Cochran says it
can be a very finely poised balancing act.
Cochran, author of Restoring a New Zealand
House and a key figure in the preservation of
Scott and Shackleton’s huts in Antarctica, cites
a recent project in which his challenge was
to integrate two heritage buildings on a Carterton
property and re-orientate the whole towards a new
formal garden. The answer was to introduce a third
structure at the junction.
“It adopted some of the style and detail and
language of the old buildings but also incorporated
new elements so that you could read it as a modern
addition. And that can be done.
Conservation philosophy tends to promote the idea
that if you’re making a major change to a building,
then it should be able to be read as something of
the present day, while sitting comfortably with its
earlier neighbouring parts.”
For Cochran, working with older buildings is hugely
rewarding. “I love heritage. I find it absolutely
fascinating. And there are very strong historical,
social and ecological reasons for looking after older
buildings that can still serve a purpose.”
In fact the benefits are several. Donovan Rypkema,
a US-based expert in the economics of preserving
historic structures, outlined the major ones when he
spoke at the Rethinking Heritage seminars organised
by the NZHPT in 2010. Of the difficult-to-quantify-

but-important advantages, Rypkema talked about
how preserving a city’s heritage mitigates the
blanding effect of cultural globalisation – all those
identikit mirror-glassed high-rises that are evocative
of everywhere and nowhere.
But he also cited a number of measurable economic
advantages, including the creation of skilled and
well-paid jobs, better-than-average appreciating
property values and superior rates of return.
Lastly, there is a sustainability payoff that comes
from avoiding the “triple hit” on scarce resources
caused by razing a historic building.
What’s the New Zealand experience?
Peter Dowell, of Wellington-based Heritage Property
Management, says that when he started investing
in the capital’s built heritage back in the mid1990s gross returns averaged 2–3% better than
contemporary stock. That’s since closed up, he
notes, but “rates of return are [still] generally higher.”
Dowell’s firm has invested in 11 heritage buildings
around Wellington, including the 1927 Poultry
Building and the 1893 Ballinger Building in the
Chews Lane precinct redevelopment, both of
which are leased as character office space. In each
case, refurbishment and strengthening was a major
undertaking and in the six-storey Poultry Building,
developers Willis & Bond had to insert a new
shear frame inside the existing structure to make it

“Conservation
philosophy tends to
promote the idea that if
you’re making a major
change to a building,
then it should be able to
be read as something of
the present day, while
sitting comfortably with
its earlier neighbouring
parts.”

quake-proof.

Former synagogue in Princes Street, Auckland, Avenue, Wikipedia; Designer shop, Christchurch, Adrienne Farr;
Doorway at Antrim House, Grant Sheehan.
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But while the initial outlay for heritage projects tends to be high,
says Dowell, it’s often balanced by lower fitout costs thereafter.
Moreover, even in the teeth of a downturn such buildings tend to
be easy to lease and attract strong tenants.

And even in Auckland’s special heritage zones, it is possible to
transform your characterful but cramped historic villa into a
vessel for modern living. These houses were often a “shambles of
change” at the rear, of lean-tos built on lean-tos, remarks Farrant.

For Dowell, who chairs the Wellington branch of the NZHPT,
the business dividend is only part of the motivation. “Heritage is
an integral part of our streetscape,” he says. “Trying to preserve
some of that for future generations is important to me. We’re only
landlords for a short time, after all.”

“We say that represents your opportunity to adapt the place
to suit your living style. So, don’t fill in the verandahs, leave
that image there, but take your opportunities at the rear. The
key, however, in both domestic and commercial projects is to

Ross Healy, of Auckland’s Phillimore Properties, also emphasises
the “doing good by doing well” payoff of heritage projects.
Healy and brother Ken started out buying the General Building in
Shortland Street back in 1991, and have since gone on to adapt
several landmark early Auckland buildings, including part of
the Britomart precinct. Currently, the big project is the Imperial
Building on Queen Street, which a previous owner refurbished
but which now requires earthquake strengthening and other work.

And Farrant has one final tip, which anyone considering a
heritage project would be very wise to heed. “Don’t do it in a
tacky fashion. If you’re going to do this, be committed, because
those are the projects that will have lasting value.”

talk early.”

Matt Philp • Hard Hat Media

“There are a lot of challenges involved, things such as fire and
egress and handicap access, but we take a long-term view that if
we do a really good job then we will attract tenants in what is a
difficult market. We’ve already leased a third of it on dollar value
just by word of mouth.”

“Trying to preserve

Such sentiments are music to the ears for George Farrant,
Auckland City’s Principal Heritage Advisor. After the depredations
of the 1980s, Farrant has savoured the turnaround in attitude
towards Auckland’s downtown built heritage. Less heralded,
however, are all the small but important heritage projects being
achieved in the suburbs. “The texture of the suburban fabric is
important to people, that sense of continuity and of evolution.”

We’re only landlords

some of that for
future generations
is important to me.

for a short time,
after all.”

Images top left to right: Marae conservation and restoration, NZHPT; Ballinger Building, Wellington, Willis & Bond; Bolton St Chapel, Wellington, Arno Gasteiger.
Bottom: Pou depicting Tangaroa God of the Sea at Fyffe House, Kaikoura, Grant Sheehan.

ICOMOS

The New Zealand Historic Places Trust Pouhere Taonga is the country’s
leading historic heritage agency and guardian of Aotearoa New
Zealand’s national heritage. Our experienced heritage advisors across
a range of disciplines will work with you and advise you about your
heritage conservation and adaptive reuse projects.

The ICOMOS Charter can be viewed online at
www.icomos.org.nz/nzcharters.html

Please call the NZHPT office nearest to you or visit our website
www.historic.org.nz for advice and assistance.

FINDING HERITAGE PROFESSIONALS AND
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

FURTHER READING
Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage Guidance series: NZHPT.
Download from the NZHPT’s website www.historic.org.nz;
Publications section
Heritage Management Guidelines for Heritage Management
Practitioners: NZHPT.
Download from the NZHPT’s website www.historic.org.nz;
Publications section

New Zealand Institute of Architects: www.nzia.co.nz
New Zealand Archaeological Association: www.nzarchaeology.org
Access online information about archaeological sites:
www.archsite.org.nz
Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ):
www.ipenz.org.nz
New Zealand Fire Service: www.fire.org.nz
Institution of Fire Engineers, NZ Chapter: www.ife.org.nz

Archaeological Guidelines: NZHPT.
Download from
www.historic.org.nz/ProtectingOurHeritage/Archaeology.aspx

Society of Fire Engineers: www.sfpe.org.nz

Working with Heritage for the Best Results: NZHPT.
Available from NZHPT Lower Northern Office, Tauranga

BRANZ: www.branz.co.nz

Historic Heritage Research Paper 6 (draft working paper): Regulations
and Incentives for Historic Heritage Theoretical and Legislative Overview.
NZHPT.
Contact the Senior Heritage Policy Advisor, NZHPT National Office

Energy Safety Services: www.energysafety.govt.nz

Incentives for Historic Heritage (consultation draft)
Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage Guidance Series: NZHPT.
Contact the Senior Heritage Policy Advisor, NZHPT National Office

Historic Cemeteries Conservation Trust: www.cemeteries.org.nz

Fire safety specialists: www.fireprotection.org.nz
EECA: www.eeca.govt.nz
NZ Association of Professional Conservators: www.conservators.org.nz
NZ Master Monumental Masons Association: www.headstones.org.nz
NZ Glass Society: www.nzsag.co.nz
NZ Glass Association: wanz.org.nz

FIRE SAFETY
The Fire Service and the NZHPT formed a partnership to provide
sound and practical fire safety advice to all heritage building owners
to reduce the incidence and consequence of fire in our communities
so that a part of our nation’s history is not lost forever. Inexpensive
fire safety systems are available that protect your building from fire.
Importantly, these are measures that are affordable, inconspicuous,
and minimise the impact of installation on heritage structures.
See www.fire.co.nz or call (04) 496 3600
Protecting and Preserving What We Value: New Zealand Fire Service in
partnership with NZHPT.
Download from the NZHPT’s website www.historic.org.nz;
Publications section
Protecting Marae from Fire: New Zealand Fire Service in partnership
with NZHPT.
Download from the NZHPT’s website www.historic.org.nz;
Publications section

FUNDING
Lottery Grants Board
www.communitymatters.govt.nz/fundingandgrants
Department of Internal Affairs – funding for community groups from
gaming machine societies:
www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/wpg_URL/Services-Casino-and-NonCasino-Gaming-Funding-For-Community-Groups?OpenDocument
Ministry for Culture and Heritage:
www.mch.govt.nz/funding-nz-culture
Funding Information Service: www.fis.org.nz
EECA Energywise Funding: www.energywise.govt.nz/fundingavailable/insulation-and-clean-heating
Your local authority may have grant funding available specifically for
heritage conservation and restoration.
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A 2006 economic impact
study indicated that the
trust’s work, daily walks
and tours schedule and
major events programme
was worth around
$10 million annually
to Napier.

Economics of Napier’s heritage buildings title image: courtesy of Darrell Godliman, www.dgphotos.co.uk.

Both the Art
Deco and
Ahuriri heritage
developments are
based around
historic buildings
located in
important
commercial zones.

Images left to right: Napier 1931, Michael and Jane Pelusi; Art Deco Shop, Napier CBD, Adrienne Rewi.
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It was a case of love at first sight when
owner Karen Sandler drove past the

The NZHPT was consulted on how best to extend and retain

former St Mary of the Assumption Church

the heritage character of the Category II registered property,

on Meeanee Road in Napier in 2005.

with NZHPT Central Region Heritage Advisor (Architecture)
Alison Dangerfield “great” to work with, Karen says.

Built in 1863, the church had seen better days following being
deconsecrated in 1972. It had a number of uses, including as a
pottery studio, before being converted into its current use.

Renovation and restoration work began in May 2007 and by
the end of the year the business had the open sign on the front
door. The former presbytery, which was built in 1913 as the

Now only the lights that shine at night welcoming visitors to the

functions of the church grew, required a bit more time and effort

Old Church Restaurant and Bar can compare with the five-star

– its 12 rooms now converted into The Old Church Villa. The

quality rating the 19th century property has received from the

venue has four ensuite bedrooms, kitchen and lounge area and

hospitality industry it now belongs to.

a wine cellar.

Retaining the integrity, character and heritage values of the

The transformation from when Karen first saw the property and

former church was important for Karen and husband Paul Hill.

today is amazing. “When I saw it, it was like ‘Oh my God, how

Architect and heritage expert Pierre du Toit was engaged to help

many churches in vineyards are there?’ and so that was just the

transform the church into a restaurant and bar.

beginning of the love affair with this thing.”

“We wanted to keep it so that everybody else that came up

glorious light filtering through the windows. It is still the radiant

would say the same thing. The building probably would have

and spiritual place it was when its first church community

fallen down in another 10-15 years – it was in really bad shape.

worshipped there.”

It was previously a pottery and the kilns had really weakened the
structure in the back side of the church.”

“The owners have done a remarkable, elegant job in retaining
and enhancing the heritage character of the church as well as

“Now my husband and I like to sit on two old pews and see people

bringing it into the 21st century as an aesthetic and economic

as they come through the door – we call it the jaw-drop factor.”

success.

The church’s origins are steeped in named history – blessed and

It really is a fine example of a heritage building

remaining a viable part of the community.”

opened by Bishop Philip Viard from Wellington and the place

Karen has a passion for heritage dating back to her American

where Mother Suzanne Aubert conducted missionary work in

roots. Having been in New Zealand for several years it was also a

the area from 1871 to 1883 before later founding the Order of

case of wanting to acknowledge the connection made with the

the Sisters of Our Lady of Compassion.

country, its people and history.

NZHPT Heritage Advisor Alison Dangerfield says the church is a

“I’ve always loved old buildings. The very first old building that

fine example of how heritage can be sympathetically adapted to

I actually owned was in Atlanta, Georgia. It was a pre-Civil War

meet the requirements for modern day living and use.

farmhouse. We did restore it and it became a house.”

“The building’s heritage significance is to do with the part it

“I guess there’s something in my heart that just loves old

played in the growing spiritual and pastoral life of the Catholic

buildings. We wanted to give something back to Hawke’s Bay –

community in 1860s Hawke’s Bay. Notable members of the

it’s a much-loved building. I think everybody we’ve met has said

clergy were associated with the church and it helped shape a

they wanted to do something with it.”

new community.”

“We’re very proud of it – it’s a place for people to congregate

“Architecturally, it is a visually enjoyable design of a large timber

and celebrate and that’s what we feel like it’s for. We have lots

church, with a lofty nave of native timber construction, and a

of weddings and celebrations but it’s for normal dining as well.”

“My husband and I like
to sit on two old pews and
see people as they come
through the door
– we call it
the jaw-drop factor.”

A tasteful conversion images: courtesy of The Old Church Restaurant and Bar.
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From taking delivery of ships’ goods in
the 19th century to a visitor information

Council gifted the building to the NZHPT and arranged a long-

centre, bar and brewery, function centre

term lease of the land it occupies.

and Māori rock art centre in the 21st
century, the Landing Service Building
in Timaru has proven its worth over

Former NZHPT Board member and South Canterbury Branch
Committee chairman, Alan Talbot, was a driving force behind
the building’s retention as one of the inaugural members of the

the years.

Timaru Civic Trust.

But there was a time in the 1980s when the iconic building’s

“One great heritage success has been saving the Landing Service

future on George Street was set to be consigned to photographs

Building. In the 1980s the idea was to turn it into a bus station

and the pages of history following its sale to the Timaru District

and car park, but fortunately the NZHPT became involved and

Council in 1984. The NZHPT issued a protection notice over the

we set up the Civic Trust. If a group of us hadn’t become involved

Category I registered building as one of the council’s proposals

it would have been demolished.

was to demolish the building for car parking.

“Goodness knows what would have been in its place now. The

With widespread community backing, the Timaru Civic Trust

whole building is now in use for the community. The building is

was formed to preserve the building that is a fine example of

an excellent example of how a heritage building can be used for

19th century masonry construction in the local bluestone.

a different purpose than originally intended.”

Landing back on its feet title image: www.davidwallphoto.com.

Alan says the building’s appearance has changed little over the

offices of Aoraki Development, Tourism Division are also based

years, retaining its heritage character and provenance while

there. The upstairs area is used as a function centre. The visitor

adapting to meet modern requirements.

information centre has been based in the building for eight years.

“It is pleasing. The building has not been significantly altered – it
is still very much in its original form from the outside.”
The Landing Service Building is the only structure to remain from
the various landing services that operated in Timaru before the
artificial harbour was built. Built between 1870 and 1876, and a
historical marker for where the original beach line was, it is one of
the oldest buildings still standing in the town.
Te Ana Ngāi Tahu Rock Art Centre Curator, Amanda Symon, says
in addition to the historic and heritage features, the building’s
proximity to rock art sites and other tenants (such as the local
visitor information centre) were strong points to opening there
in December 2010.
The $2.7 million project is home to the largest and most
significant collection of Māori rock art in the world.
“In terms of the building itself we had good support from the
owners, the Timaru Civic Trust, and the historic values of the

i-Site Manager, Jude Clarke, has worked there since 2009 and says
despite the odd creak in the floorboard and it being a bit cold
at times it is a perfect fit for welcoming visitors to the town and
wider region.
“It’s just such an iconic building that really stands out in Timaru.
It’s a great building because it actually brings people to us, to
come and have a look. The people that come in and look around
say it’s fantastic and they want to know what it was originally
used for.
“It has a great feel this building. I’m sure there are lots of other
historic buildings around New Zealand that can be used – people
just have to have the vision to see what can be done.”

“It’s a fabulous
building, and it
stood up to the
earthquake.”

building had synergies with our own work in promoting and
protecting heritage.”
“It’s a fabulous building, and it stood up to the earthquake.”
“The building was as it was originally – nothing had been done to
bay one where we are. It was as it was in its day, so it had to be
lined out, floors built, electrics put in etc.”
The Landing Service Building is fully tenanted with the Speight’s

“It’s a great building
because it actually
brings people to us,
to come and have a
look... they want to
know what it was
originally used for.”

Ale House and Timaru i-Site Visitor Information Centre and the
Images top: courtesy of Te Ana Rock Art Centre; bottom: Guy Frederick.
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Being woken at 2 am – thousands of kilometres away in another country
– and told your much-loved heritage building has been gutted by fire is
probably a property owner’s worst nightmare.
It happened to Dunedin’s Ted Daniels in July 2005 when Bracken

An engineer was appointed to look at what remained of the

Court in Moray Place, which he had owned since 2001, was

building and scaffolding was erected to secure the brick walls.

seriously damaged by fire. He was in Canada at the time, helpless

Despite efforts to cover the roof with tarpaulins, water damage

and desperate for news.

was severe.

“When I answered I was told the building was totally gutted.

“Whatever was not destroyed by the fire got destroyed by water,”

I thought, ‘that can’t be right’, but after another few calls I

he says. “In the end there was only a shell left with wooden

realised that it was – the fire had nearly destroyed the whole

beams and some floorboards.”

building.”

Ted Daniels was left with two options – demolish or rebuild. Most

Today the six-storey building (including two basement levels)

of the advice he was given favoured demolition. Fortunately for

stands as an example of what innovative thinking, determination

heritage advocates, he was determined to rebuild. His reasoning

and the astute investment of about $3 million can achieve in

was straightforward.

restoring and preserving an historic Dunedin landmark.

“Once a building is gone, it’s gone for good. History is not only

Bracken Court has all the modern conveniences for inner-city

a façade. History is within the walls of the building. To make a

offices, is well tenanted and retains the character it had when it

building attractive for today’s tenants, the inside of the building

opened in 1902.

can be brought up to today’s standard.”

The future didn’t look so rosy in 2005. Ted Daniels initially feared

Draughtsman Colin Ashley of Ashley Design and Drafting played

the worst – that the walls had collapsed – but was relieved to

a key role in helping restore Bracken Court from the ashes. Colin

find that only a metre of wall below the parapet would have to

lost his office in the fire but moved back when the building

be removed.

reopened and is now located on the top floor.

There were many issues to face: designing a new layout
incorporating a new stairwell and lift, determining the floor levels,
utilising the roof space, creating an attractive front entrance, new
windows, earthquake strengthening, fire protection, the reuse of
existing materials – not to mention electrical, security, sprinkler
and plumbing matters.
Nick Brown of Stevenson Brown Ltd was contracted to handle
earthquake strengthening and structural issues and Naylor
Love to do the rebuilding, which took more than a year. Interior
architect, Rebecca Cockburn of Lucid, provided the interior
furnishing expertise.
The result is stunning. An attractive entrance opens onto a glass
corridor flanked by a gallery shop and a café which takes you to
the lift lobby.
The original timber floors were relaid on the ground floor, and
where possible exposed bricks were left on the inside of the walls.
A new side entrance provides wheelchair access and there are
two levels of car parking underneath the building.
A new floor was created on the top of the building without
changing the external character, and the façade was restored.

“You don’t need to have a new building to have
an A-grade office building. It can be done without
destroying a heritage building.”

“It is now a modern building but with its old character,” Ted
Daniels says. “You don’t need to have a new building to have

“Often it is thought that it is too expensive to do, but with the

an A-grade office building. It can be done without destroying a

right advice it can be cheaper than pulling a building down or

heritage building.” It has been an eventful time, but Mr Daniels

leaving it empty. Councils should be actively involved in helping

says he is richer for the experience. While heritage is a passion,

building owners by advising on options for restoring or improving

the project also had to be financially viable.

their buildings.”

Rising from the ashes images: courtesy of Ted Daniels, Bracken Court.
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In 2004, Victoria University of Wellington
celebrated the centenary of its first
home, the Hunter Building.
Designed by architects F Penty and EM Blake, it once housed the
entire university. As student numbers grew, extra wings were added,
including the impressive north wing with its imposing stainedglass memorial windows. In 1993 the building was refitted and
strengthened. Today it houses the office of the Vice-Chancellor and
reception areas. Preserving the historic Hunter and Robert Stout
buildings has had a high priority in the university’s strategic vision.
However, keeping character while maintaining functionality
is always a challenge. Recognising this, the university engaged
The Building Intelligence Group to develop a conservation report
and maintenance plan for the Hunter and Stout buildings.
“It was important to set up protocols to use in the future to give
the university a point of reference to work from and to ensure
that a documented knowledge base wasn’t lost,” says project
director, Ian Macaskill.
“Given the progressive nature of restoration work delivered over
several years, it was important that we had good benchmarks and
reference points. The conservation report not only identifies the
history of the building and its adaptation, but most importantly
identifies the heritage significance and sets good priorities.”
With a long-term owner such as a university, decisions about
maintenance and conservation can be made on a whole-of-

ensuring that maintenance is funded in a manageable way
and with no surprises. So how does the plan work in practice?

life basis, rather than focusing on capital or construction costs

The Building Intelligence Group’s survey of the Hunter Building

at a point in time. The Building Intelligence Group consulted

noted that – probably because of budget constraints – flat-roof

closely with the university’s heritage architect, Ian Bowman, the

material used in earthquake strengthening in the 1990s had a life of

Wellington City Council’s urban planning and historic planning

just 15 to 20 years.

team, and the NZHPT.

Ian Macaskill says that “our recommendation was to use copper

With a conservation and maintenance plan in place, it is possible

or zinc in the replacement roofing work. Sheet metal material

to balance heritage issues with pragmatic concerns such as

not only lasts up to twice as long, but research shows it was

used in the original gutters and flashings, so here was the
opportunity to be sympathetic to heritage values while also
making a very cost-effective long-term decision.”
Sympathetic maintenance of steel windows has been carried
out, and areas of stonework on the façade of the building are

“It was important to set up protocols to use in the

progressively being restored. It is quite a challenge to undertake

future to give the university a point of reference to work

this work in a working university environment.

from and to ensure that a documented knowledge base

The groundwork has been done to ensure that the Hunter

wasn’t lost.”

Building remains central to university life for generations to come.
The Hunter building image: courtesy of The Building Intelligence Group.
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At the turn of this century, Christchurch’s

It was in an advanced state of dilapidation, a far cry from its

Armson Wool Store – a Category I historic

condition in 1881, when it was built as a wool and grain store for

place – was home to squatters, vandals,

the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Company.

hundreds of pigeons, decay and water.

Today the building designed by architect William Armson is a
thriving retail and office complex, adapted to the needs of the
21st century while retaining the heritage character that marked
it from the start as a significant Christchurch landmark.
All that was required when Premier Dairies Ltd purchased the
building and a surrounding complex of warehouses (the former
Harvey Norman centre) for $13 million in 2004 was a sense of
vision, capital and the right architectural team to restore the
building to its former glory.
The area around Moorhouse Avenue was experiencing a rebirth
of commercial activity at the time, with retail tenants taking
up leases in previously rundown buildings. The Armson Building
was in a poor state. Parts of the roof leaked so badly that it was
in danger of collapse.

New life for an old wool store title image: Stefan Goodenough; lower left: Murray Hedwig.

It didn’t get a single
piece of damage to
it. It’s a wonderful
example of a case to
strengthen a building.
It’s an excellent case
study at all levels really.

Most of the external timber elements, including doors, window

It’s a wonderful example of a case to strengthen a building. It’s

frames and glazing bars, were decayed and needed to be

an excellent case study at all levels, really.

replaced. The brickwork was generally sound, although there
were a number of cracks. There was neither a safe power supply
nor effective plumbing. There was no access to the first floor
and no usable internal partitions.

“Our vision, and the support of the NZHPT and council to let
us remove some original heritage features was important. [But]
it does start with the willingness of the owner. This owner likes
heritage and was determined to restore it. The building sits very

Recognising the building’s inherent heritage character and

comfortably in the city milieu.”

economic potential, Premier Dairies Ltd pressed ahead with

The NZHPT had listed the building on its national Register in

plans to restore and revitalise it. Alun Wilkie of Wilkie + Bruce
Architects Ltd drew up preliminary plans and specifications to
restore the building by adapting the ground floor for use as a
retail showroom and the first floor as a dance academy.

1985, identifying it as an increasingly rare example of a well-built
colonial warehouse. Its preservation was deemed necessary to
illustrate the importance of the wool and grain sectors in the
development of Canterbury’s economy.

Fletcher Construction Ltd was contracted to undertake the

The building is also listed on the council’s city plan as a group

conservation, repair and adaptation work, which was completed

two building. The Armson Wool Store was a highly accomplished

in 2006. Just as important was earthquake-strengthening work

example of Victorian industrial architecture.

to satisfy the requirements of the Building Act that was overseen
by engineers from Holmes Consulting Group.

After nearly 130 years, the building has been returned from
near-ruin to its early grandeur. Wilkie + Bruce Architects received

Within a short time adaptive uses had been found for the entire

two significant awards for the restoration: the New Zealand

space available within the Armson Wool Store and the building’s

Institute of Architects Heritage and Conservation award for

future was assured. The NZHPT and Christchurch City Council

their plans for the adaptive reuse of the building, and an award

provided heritage grants to help finance the project.

from the Christchurch Civic Trust recognising the quality of their

The NZHPT contributed $75,000 from its National Heritage
Preservation Incentive Fund, which at the time was above its
normal maximum grant of $50,000. This reflected the NZHPT’s
enthusiasm for the building’s retention.
For Alun Wilkie, a visit to the building following the 7.1 magnitude
Canterbury earthquake on 4 September 2010 was especially
satisfying. “It didn’t get a single piece of damage to it.
Images left and right: Stefan Goodenough; centre: Adrienne Farr.

contribution to the restoration.

Footnote

The Armson Wool Store and the surrounding area
subsequently have been affected by the Canterbury
earthquakes of 2011. Whatever the future may hold for
this building, its revitalisation remains a fine example of
adaptive reuse and its story endures.
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A few years ago, the Frankton Junction
Railway House Factory in Hamilton was a
heritage basket case.

Years of neglect had seen the Category I historic place deteriorate
to the point that it was almost a candidate for demolition.
A report into the condition of the building’s weatherboards
indicated that as little as 10% of its original cladding might be
able to be salvaged and reused – not a promising prognosis for
a building identified as having national historic significance.
Although more functional than decorative in appearance,
the Frankton Junction Railway House Factory is an important
example of New Zealand’s social and industrial heritage,
reflecting the growth of rail in this country.
Needing more accommodation for its workers in the early
1920s, when builders were run off their feet, the everexpanding Railways Department decided to build a modern
sawmill and kitset house factory at Frankton Junction. In the
process Railways became one of the country’s largest house
builders and landlords.
“The factory was a masterpiece of mass production, building
almost 1400 prefabricated, architecturally designed houses for use
in railway settlements around the North Island between 1923 and
1929,” says the NZHPT’s Gail Henry.

The restoration work wasn’t always straightforward, with a bit
of give and take between Tom and the NZHPT needed at times.
After some ‘bottom lines’ were negotiated, the work proceeded.
“Given its Category I status, we insisted that original windows and
window frames were retained where possible, along with the big,
heavy sliding doors which are an important part of the original
building, and which help tell the story of its past,” says Gail.
“In response, Tom impressed upon us the need for a certain
amount of flexibility with the building to ensure that he could get
tenants. Many of these requests were able to be accommodated
as they were not permanent, and could be reversed.”
Today the factory building houses a range of small businesses,
including a booming daycare centre, a funeral parlour, an
organisation that helps organise and manage tangi for Māori
families, a café, and a quilting shop.
“The tenants are quite diverse – though the range of services
works really well,” says Gail.

“Using rimu and matai from its own central North Island forests,
the factory employed 60 people and was a model of efficiency

“Tom had the foresight to identify Frankton as a place that would
go ahead – and it has. In fact, it would be difficult to come up
with a better location. The scale of the factory building and its
versatility also has the capacity to accommodate the needs of
most businesses.”

– even having its own plumbing department producing baths,
sinks, pipes and spouting.”
Too efficient, it would appear – under pressure from the building
industry, the government closed the plant down in 1929.
“The factory, with its distinctive saw-tooth roof, was innovative
and revolutionary – the only one of its kind in the Southern
Hemisphere at the time. Once the factory closed, however, the
building became increasingly dilapidated.”

“If Tom hadn’t
taken the building
on it would have
been a goner – it’s
as simple as that.”

Restoring the Category I building from its leaky, ramshackle state
after decades of neglect would require vision and resources – and
speed, as time was running out for the historic building. Owner
and developer, Tom Andrews, was just the man for the project.
“If Tom hadn’t taken the building on it would have been a goner
– it’s as simple as that,” says Gail.
“After considerable investment of time and resources, however,
the result is a perfect example of how adaptive reuse can
revitalise a building – even though the building’s current use is
very different from its original purpose.”
Factory gets a new lease on life images: Krzysztof Pfeiffer.

The restoration of a nationally significant historic building – a
building which would otherwise have ended up on skid row – into
a fully functional asset was a satisfying outcome for both parties.
“The Frankton Junction Railway House Factory has been saved
for future generations to enjoy – but it’s also paying its way.
Not only is that a good heritage outcome, it’s one that is
economically sustainable” , says Gail.
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Hotel DeBrett, on the corner of High Street and Shortland Street in
Auckland’s CBD, has been in business for 18 months following an extensive
upgrade and rejuvenation that has seen the Art Deco-style charmer
remodelled as one of the most chic boutique hotels in the city.
DeBrett’s has been a favourite meeting place for Aucklanders

“The House Bar is a perfect example of what the owners wanted

from all walks of life – students, artists, office workers, pre-crash

to achieve with DeBrett’s – to preserve the heritage character

sharemarket investors in the ’80s – with the infamous House

of the building while updating it and making it work for today’s

Bar serving as the hotel’s heart and soul.

clientele.”

“Many Aucklanders have fond memories of the bar, which

Many of the original features have been retained and refurbished.

is proving to be just as popular in its restored state as it was

Besides the House Bar with its marquetry door, these include

before,” says the NZHPT’s Heritage Adviser (Architecture),

the grand staircase, elevator with rounded brass surrounds, and

Robin Byron.

lobby area and reception desk off High Street.

DeBretts heritage ‘chic boutique’ title image: Krzysztof Pfeiffer.

The improvements include a roofed atrium in

and support to help ensure that the character of the

the centre of the complex, which was previously

building was maintained – something they were

“All the elements that

a grimy open service court but now houses a

very keen to do, and the very reason they took the

have made DeBrett’s

beautiful enclosed courtyard. An area once shut

old DeBrett’s on,” says Robin Byron.

what it is over the years

Even the windows received a high level of

are still there for people

attention. Each casement window was taken out

to enjoy.”

off from guests has now become the centre of the
hotel, providing a delightful open space in which
guests can relax.

and refurbished by the original manufacturers,

The restoration of DeBrett’s was a labour of love,

then reinstated and reglazed. “The owners went to

says John Courtney, one of the owners of the

a lot of time and expense, and attention to detail,

building.

to ensure work was done well, motivated largely

“The hotel celebrated its 50th anniversary in its
current incarnation as DeBrett’s in 2009, and is
an important part of Auckland heritage – it’s an

by the desire to give something back to the city by
bringing this heritage building back to life. They’ve
done a great job.”

Auckland institution. The renovation of the building

A hotel has stood on the DeBrett’s site for almost

wasn’t cheap, but we hope it will pay off in time.

170 years. The Commercial Hotel – Auckland’s

The feedback we’ve had since it reopened has been

earliest pub – was built in 1841 and operated on the

overwhelmingly positive – particularly the way we

site for 118 years.

have retained the heritage fabric and character of
the place, which people love.”

The Commercial was rebuilt following a fire which
destroyed the original building in 1858, and rebuilt

The renovation has been carried out with a

again in 1925. In 1959, the hotel was extensively

commitment to a level of quality matching that of

refurbished by Dominion Breweries and renamed

“The feedback we’ve had

the heritage building. Its original features, layout

Hotel DeBrett. Its current look can be traced back to

since it reopened has

and circulation have been enhanced by modern

the 1940s, when the hotel was ‘Deco-ised’, reflecting

elements of architecture, furniture and fittings. The

an architectural style in vogue at the time.

been overwhelmingly

result is undeniably a heritage building, to which a
new modern layer has creatively been added.

“It’s great that this historical continuity of site use as
a hotel has been retained, with the restored Hotel

positive – particularly
the way we have retained
the heritage fabric and

“All the elements that have made DeBrett’s what it is

DeBrett continuing to provide accommodation,

over the years are still there for people to enjoy. We

food and refreshment to locals and visitors to

character of the place,

have worked with the owners and provided advice

Auckland,” says Robin.

which people love.”

Images top left and centre: Krzysztof Pfeiffer; right and lower right: Alistair Guthrie.
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Creating a new Supreme
Court building that
would become a

Integrating

Wellington heritage

the two

landmark in its own

contrasting

right, whilst restoring

buildings

the adjacent 1881 former

was key.

High Court building,
was one of New Zealand’s
most significant
restoration projects.

The Supreme Court title image: courtesy of The Building Intelligence Group; bottom: courtesy of Warren and Mahoney, photographer Paul McCredie.

Balancing preservation and project objectives was

“It’s also critical to involve people who understand

crucial. The Building Intelligence Group was the first

the processes and legislation that can help a client

“It’s also critical to

consultant appointed in a process that would take

achieve their objectives effectively and efficiently.

involve people who

seven years to complete.

Our knowledge of the Resource Management

understand the processes

As project managers, the company helped articulate
the Ministry of Justice’s vision of a complex that

Act and our relationship with the NZHPT set the
framework from the beginning.”

would both reference its history and accommodate

The challenge of guiding one of the country’s

the judicial needs of the next century.

most significant restoration projects was taken

Project director, Ian Macaskill, explains: “In delivering
a project of this scale we were continuously
balancing the functional requirements, integrity
of the architecture, heritage values, construction

up by conservation architect Chris Cochran.

their objectives effectively
and efficiently.”

disciplinary input, was an important part of the brief
to the architects, Warren and Mahoney.
Chris started from the presumption that an historic

compromised by another.

building with a Category I rating deserved the best

conservation values and what’s important about

help a client achieve

His conservation report, prepared with multi-

costs and timeframes to ensure no element was

“It’s critical to have a framework that considers

and legislation that can

possible conservation treatment. However, it still
had to be made functional.

the building before you even start thinking about

“Function is very high on the list of priorities. That

design. That way you won’t end up with a design

the building is going to be useful and enjoyed by

solution that meets project parameters but not

people in the future is as important a component of

heritage values.

conservation as the intrinsic historic value.

Top: Detail of the new court room and mezzanine floor, courtesy of Warren and Mahoney, photographer Paul McCredie;
Lower right: Pre-restoration of former No 1 Court Room, courtesy of The Building Intelligence Group.
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“Although the Old High Court building as a whole is important,
parts of it had very low-key functions. The conservation report
went carefully through the whole fabric of the building and each

“The success of the Supreme Court had to be set in concrete
long before the foundation stone was laid. Every consultant

of the spaces individually in order to define a hierarchy of spaces

aimed to deliver the best possible outcome – two

and fabric.”

complementary buildings that were aesthetically beautiful,

The conservation report also established a hierarchy of importance

functionally perfect, protective of their heritage values,

that was vital when hard decisions had to be made, such as to

sustainable, completely secure and with services delivered

demolish two later additions at the back of the building. “It was a

to the highest quality.”

matter of balancing heritage issues with pragmatic issues such as
financial viability and who is going to provide a warranty.”
Chris Cochran says, “While a purist conservation preference
would have been to use traditional methods throughout, using
modern methods didn’t result in a loss of heritage value – the
overall outcome for the building is exceptional.”
Ian Macaskill adds that the question of what was a reasonable
sacrifice came up at every level of the project. “In some cases, we

Many elements of the building have been faithfully restored.
The decorative wood panelling, moulding and corbels in the
Old High Court building are just as much a part of its historic
character as the Palladian-inspired façade, and restoring these
features was a key aspect of the project.
Much of the original panelling was so damaged that it had to
be completely rebuilt. A lot of the carving was also missing.

had to accept that we’d replicate certain elements with modern

The new woodwork in rimu and kauri replicates the original

methods. For example, with rotten timber trusses – we had to

panelling so exactly that it’s impossible to tell the new from the

use more modern materials that would provide the structural

old. The double staircase to the gallery and the judge’s bench

integrity that was required.”

and canopy have also been fully restored.

Image: The restored No 1 Court Room, courtesy of The Building Intelligence Group.

The conservation
report also established a
hierarchy of importance
that was vital when
hard decisions had to be
made.
With respect to archaeological issues – what lies

branches of pohutakawa trees. This screen relates to

beneath – the strategy was that research and

“It was a matter of

the Victorian building in plan, elevation and rhythm.

excavation be carried out prior to the main contract,

balancing heritage issues

The interior panelling was influenced by the spiral

with pragmatic issues

minimising the risk that unexpected discoveries
would slow development.
Among the items unearthed were a fragment of
a flax kete, a ceramic toothpaste jar, clay smokers’
pipes and plates from the elite Wellington Club.

pattern of a kauri cone, a seed symbolising a link
between new and old legal systems.
Each building is representative of its time, and the

such as financial viability
and who is going to
provide a warranty.”

architectural and symbolic relationship between
them is outstanding. The high expectations held for

The Supreme Court merges the best of the old

the Supreme Court project have been met.

with the new. Work on the integration of the two
contrasting buildings was done in consultation

As Ian Macaskill puts it: “The success of the Supreme

with the NZHPT and the Wellington City Council’s

Court had to be set in concrete long before the

heritage advisor.

foundation stone was laid. Every consultant

The new building sits respectfully alongside the
historic building, yet showcases unique New

aimed to deliver the best possible outcome – two
complementary buildings that were aesthetically

Zealand architecture. The free-standing egg-shaped

beautiful, functionally perfect, protective of their

courtroom sits within the larger building, which

heritage values, sustainable, completely secure and

is wrapped by a bronze screen that evokes the

with services delivered to the highest quality.”

Images: Details from the new building, courtesy of Warren and Mahoney, photographer Paul McCredie.
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It’s ironic that the perceived ugliness
of a group of retail buildings built in
Christchurch around 1900 helped ensure
their retention as attractions today.

The fortunes of the Lichfield Lanes area began to improve when
local businessmen Lisle Hood and John Webb recognised that
the area’s heritage value was not reflected in its economic value
and took up the challenge of developing the cluster of buildings
in an integrated way.

The Lichfield Lanes area missed the wrecking balls that consigned
to history much inner-city Christchurch heritage in the last
decades of the 20th century.

The result is a network of commercial and retail uses that brings
a European feel to central Christchurch. The businesses include a
boutique British bar and brewery, teahouse, German café, vodka

The area bounded by Lichfield, High and Tuam Streets is an

bar, vegetarian café, florists, designer fashion shop, commercial

architectural showpiece of brick warehouses and buildings

offices and apartments. It is the buildings that give these

unique in Christchurch and lost from many other New Zealand

businesses a special ambience and sense of place – as well as a

cities.

visual and architectural cohesiveness.

The development of the Lichfield Lanes precinct is one of the

They were excited at the possibility of transforming the area into

most successful initiatives yet in the rejuvenation of central

a pedestrian-orientated series of lanes connected by courtyards

Christchurch. The project demonstrated a progressive attitude

in a traditional European style. Work began in earnest after their

to the development of a historic inner-city area and has given

company, Business Building Systems Ltd, purchased its first

Lichfield Lanes a strong sense of identity.

property in 2002.

The importance of the area was identified in a 1998 report for the

After acquiring four properties, the company secured investment

Christchurch City Council by Wellington firm Athfield Architects

which enabled it to realise its vision for Lichfield Lanes. Key

Ltd. The report, Christchurch Heritage – A New Life, said that

objectives were:

Lichfield Lanes would act as a catalyst for the revitalisation of the
inner city if improvements were made.
That conclusion was reaffirmed five years later in another councilcommissioned study by the same firm.
Lisle Hood and John Webb, long-time friends with experience in
heritage property development, design, engineering and building,
grasped Athfield’s point.

•

A heritage-sensitive approach to development

•

Retaining as many existing buildings as possible

•

Ensuring a variety of uses

•

Creating a hub for the area

•

Selectively demolishing lesser-quality buildings and additions

•

Creating open space that was landscaped, paved and well-lit.

The importance of the area was
identified in a 1998 report for
the Christchurch City Council by
Wellington firm Athfield Architects
Ltd. The report, Christchurch Heritage
– A New Life, said that Lichfield
Lanes would act as a catalyst for
the revitalisation of the inner city if
improvements were made.
At home in Europe, in Christchurch images: Adrienne Farr.
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In less than a decade, this
historically and culturally
important precinct has morphed
from a derelict state into a
vibrant area which attracts
a diverse group of locals and
visitors. Lichfield Lanes is a
shining example of successful
adaptive reuse.

For Stephen Hardman, co-owner with Martin Bennett of
English brewery and bar The Twisted Hop, the area is unique in
Christchurch. The partners were early tenants on Poplar Lane.
“It’s like no other, in so far as it’s a back street and it has brick
buildings. It reminded us of cities in Europe; it’s very ‘warehousey’
and brew-house concepts work in industrial environments.
We’re in the central city and it’s relatively easy for people to get to.”
The premises were earthquake-strengthened (it came through
the Canterbury earthquake of 4 September 2010 well) and firerated before being refitted.

The concrete floor was replaced with native timbers, the bar
and its furniture was mainly built using recycled matai, and
the bar counter was made from a kauri beam recovered from
a demolished warehouse.
“There is an eclectic mix of businesses here,” Stephen Hardman
says. “We like a mix of retail and hospitality. There’s more passing
trade now, whereas in the first year there was none.
“Poplar Lane was where you got mugged. Now people go from
one place to another.”
The successful adaptive reuse and revitalisation of Lichfield
Lanes was made possible by the vision and courage shown by
Lisle Hood and John Webb in purchasing multiple buildings in
a derelict precinct. Equally essential was their sensitivity towards
the protection of heritage values.
They have preserved the character of the lanes and courtyards
which originally serviced warehouses and factories.
The authenticity of the area is enhanced by original fixtures such
as fire escapes, industrial openings and doors, crane rails, exposed
lintels and piped services.
In less than a decade, this historically and culturally important
precinct morphed from a derelict state into a vibrant area which
attracts a diverse group of locals and visitors. Lichfield Lanes is
a shining example of successful adaptive reuse.

Footnote
The Lichfield Lanes area subsequently has been affected
by the Canterbury earthquakes of 2011. Whatever the
future may hold for the precinct, its revitalisation remains
a fine example of adaptive reuse and its story endures.

Peter Dowell

George Farrant

Jeremy Salmond

“If you are having to spend on earthquake
strengthening and can afford it, look at
the possibility of adding additional floors
to reduce the cost.”

“Before you rush into things, have a
look at other restoration projects. Walk
through buildings and see what others
have done, both good and bad.”

“Take informed advice. Understand that
you need to do things in a certain way to
preserve the links that make the building
important in the first place.”

“Almost every local authority makes
provision for early consultation on
heritage. Tell us what you want to do and
we’ll tell you if you’re heading down a
track that might cause problems. If you
are, then we’ll look for a way to achieve
what you want in a manner that doesn’t
trip up on heritage principles.”

Ian Macaskill

“Do your due diligence. It’s imperative
to get a LIM report to understand what
alterations might have been done, and to
see if there are any issues such as where it
sits in regard to the code on earthquake
strengthening.”

Ross Healy
“Take a long-term view. If you do it well
the first time, reasonably generically and
with good long-lasting materials, then
you won’t have to do it ever again.”

“It’s critical to involve the people
who understand the processes and
the legislation that can help a client
achieve their objectives efficiently. Our
relationship with the NZHPT set the
framework from the beginning.”

“The key, however, in both domestic and
commercial projects is to talk early.”

Ko ngā wāhi taonga tuku iho o Aotearoa:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E whai hua ana, e momo whānui ana, e ahurei noa ana
E toro tia mai ana ko wai tātau, he oranga hoki i nāianei, ā
muri iho nei hoki
E eke ana ki ngā kōrero whakatipuranga, ki ngā
tikanga me ngā kawa a ngā hau kāinga
E pūmau ana ki ngā wāhi taonga tuku iho a te Māori, ki ōna
whakapapa, ki ōna mana motuhake
E toi mārama ana, te rerenga kētanga o ō tātau noho oranga
E tika ana me tiaki pūmau, he oranga hoki mō ngā
whakatipuranga o muri iho
E whai hua atu ana ki ā tātau rawa pērā ki te tāpoitanga.

Inside back cover images
Above left to right: Brunner Bridge, NZHPT; Old Bank Arcade, Grant Sheehan; Restoration at Bracken Court, courtesy of Ted Daniels.

Back cover images
Left to right: Chandelier, Old Church Restaurant, courtesy The Old Church Restaurant and Bar; Lighting detail at Hotel DeBrett, Auckland,
Krzysztof Pfeiffer; Foyer at Supreme Court, courtesy of Warren and Mahoney, photographer Paul McCredie.
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the walls of the building.
To make a building
attractive for today the
inside of the building can
be brought up to today’s
standard. This will make
buildings more attractive
to tenants.”
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